Printing on Fabric with
J850™ TechStyle™ Printer
Overview
The full color, multi-material Stratasys® J850™ TechStyle™ printer powered by 3DFashion™ technology
boasts the innovative capability of printing 3D designs directly onto textiles. With Stratasys printing
materials, combinations of colors, transparency, and flexibility are possible all in one print on different
types of textiles.

Best Practice

The following sections describe tips and recommendations for obtaining optimum results for 3D printing
on textile:
A.

Design Considerations

F.

Using the Fabric Analyzer

B.

Preparing the Fabric

G.

Aligning a Print to a Pattern on the Fabric

C.

Preparing the Printer

H.

Printing on a Garment

D.

Preparing for Printing

I.

Printing on Netting Fabric

E.

Post Processing
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Recommendations and Tips
A.

Design Considerations
• The designs cannot be higher than 50
mm.
• T
 he recommended minimum element
thickness is 0.4−0.6 mm. The quality of
thin elements depends on the geometry,
especially the height of the elements.
Consider using low-height designs for
thin elements.
• E
 lements that are less than 1.0–mm
thick do not print with a white core (if
selected). If you use vivid colors only,
these elements may appear transparent.

Figure 1: Multibody assembly with many meshes in GrabCAD Print

• A
 ll elements of the same model should
be aligned to the bottom plane or surface
in GrabCAD Print™, so that they are
positioned directly on the fabric. This
prevents floating elements and ensures
that support material is not printed
between the print and the fabric.

Best Practice

• M
 inimize the number of meshes in the
design by merging a large number of
meshes. This reduces file loading and
processing time in GrabCAD Print. See
examples in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 2: Merged assembly with a few meshes in GrabCAD Print
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B.

Preparing the Fabric
Note: Some darker fabrics are adversely
affected by exposure to the UV light. If you
experience color changes in the fabric,
consider using a different fabric type or a
different color of the same fabric type.
• M
 ake sure the fabric is not wrinkled.
If needed, iron it.
• P
 repare a piece of fabric with the
following dimensions:

D.

Preparing for Printing
General
• A
 lways set the surface finish to glossy.
• R
 un the Fabric Preparation wizard to
place the fabric on the tray and secure it
(Figure 3).
For detailed instructions, refer to
“Preparing the Build Tray for Printing on
Fabric” in the User Guide.

- Minimum size: 510 mm x 410 mm
- Maximum size: 2 m x 2 m
- T
 he recommended fabric thickness is
0.2–3.0 mm.
Warning: Fire Hazard
Using fabrics when printing is
a potential fire hazard. Do not
use fabrics that have an ignition
temperature or melting point
above 105°C (221°F).

C.

Preparing the Printer
• B
 efore every print job, run the Cleaning
wizard and make sure that the roller is
clean, so that it does not stain the fabric.
For detailed instructions, refer to
“Cleaning the Print Head, UV Lamp
Glass, Roller, and Wiper” in the User
Guide.

Best Practice

• O
 nce a week, clean the roller waste
collector.
For detailed instructions, refer to
“Cleaning the Roller Waste Collector and
Inspecting the Roller Scraper” in the User
Guide.

Figure 3: Preparing a large piece of fabric for printing

• F
 or elastic fabrics, do not stretch the
fabric too much. This can adversely affect
the design dimensions and cause rippling.
To reduce this effect, use double-sided
adhesive tape.
For more information about double-sided
adhesive tape, refer to “Preparing the
Build Tray for Printing on Fabric” in the
User Guide.
• B
 efore large print jobs, it is recommended
to run the Fabric Analyzer on a sample
fabric and printing materials to check:
- fabric and material suitability
- direction of fabric placement on the
tray
- use of Flex Touch coating
For more information, see “Using the
Fabric Analyzer” (page 7).
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Printing with Flexible Materials
• T
 o print full color or transparent flexible
materials, set up the material cabinet as
shown in Figure 4.
• F
 or solid, flat elements, depending on
the geometry, the distance between the
extreme points of the print should be less
than 15 mm. For larger flat elements, the
fabric may lift from the tray.
• T
 o reduce tackiness of prints, use the
Flex Touch coating option in GrabCAD
Print (with the VeroContactFlex™ material)
and select the type of coating coverage
as follows:
- S
 mart—A coating layer is applied only
to the top surface of the print. This
option can reduce the tackiness on
the top surface but does not prevent
stickiness between the elements of the
print.

Best Practice

- F
 ull—A coating layer is applied to the
top surface and in between the
elements of the print and might cause
fabric wetting for segmented and
dense prints
(Figure 5).

Figure 4: Flexible materials in cabinet

Figure 5: Flex Touch coating options
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• F
 abric lifting might occur, especially for
large, flat, flexible prints. To reduce the
likelihood of lifting, add an adhesion layer.
This layer is added between the fabric and
the printed design.
The adhesion layer reduces color bleed in
fabric, ensures that the pattern adheres
properly to the fabric, and can improve
surface quality for flat prints. Use one of
the following materials for this layer:

Figure 6: Adhesion layer and material selection

- V
 eroClear™—This material is very
effective in reducing the lifting issue, but
might affect the print flexibility as it adds
a rigid layer under the print (Figure 6).
- D
 igital Material RGD-FT-001-DM—
This material is made of VeroClear and
VeroContactFlex and is semi-flexible,
but is less effective in reducing the
lifting phenomenon than the VeroClear.
Verify that both materials are loaded in
the materials cabinet (Figure 7).
Note: Printing an adhesion layer is not
effective for all print types.

Best Practice

Figure 7: Selecting digital material
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Printing with Rigid Materials
• T
 o print full color or transparent rigid materials,
set up the material cabinet as shown in Figure 8.
Note: To soften the hard plastic feel of the
rigid materials, use VeroContactFlex This
can also reduce tackiness, if relevant.
• T
 o improve material adherence to the fabric,
in GrabCAD Print,w select the adhesion layer
option and VeroClear for the layer material
(see Figure 6). This layer is added between
the fabric and the printed design.
• L
 arge solid (unsegmented) prints with a
distance of more than 20 mm between the
extreme points, might curl causing damage
to the print and to the printer. Adding doublesided adhesive tape between the fabric and
the tray can minimize this effect. To ensure
optimum quality, consider modifying your
design.

E.

Post Processing
After removing the fabric from the printer, to
reduce smells, place the fabric in a dedicated
professional oven, as follows:
• Temperature: 55° C (131° F)

Best Practice

• Duration: 1–7 days

Figure 8: Rigid materials in cabinet
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F.

Using the Fabric Analyzer
The Fabric Analyzer tests the interaction of a
variety of the printed elements on a selected
fabric. The tests enable you to evaluate the
quality, accuracy, and performance of the
prints on this fabric. There are 8 main test
areas (Figure 9):
• Wetting
• Tackiness
• Fine Features
• Colors
• Bleeding
• Absorption
• Quality
• Flexibility

To prepare and print the Fabric
Analyzer test:
1. Select the fabric.
2. 	Load the printing materials, including
VeroContactFlex.
Important: The materials that are
loaded affect the test and the results.
For example:
• If you do not load a material such
as Agilus30, then ignore the test that
requires flexible materials or hide
the element that is printed with that
material.
• If you do not have VeroContactFlex,
the Wetting & Tackiness tests that
are performed with no coating are
not valid.
3. 	Run the Fabric Preparation wizard to
calibrate the tray height (Z-Start) and
secure the fabric to the tray.
	For detailed instructions, refer to
“Preparing the Build Tray for Printing
on Fabric” in the User Guide.
4. In GrabCAD Print:
a. Load the Fabric Analyzer file.
b. M
 ake sure that the Adhesion Layer
option is selected.

Figure 9: Fabric Analyzer build tray

c. Make sure that the Flex Touch option
is selected.
5.	Send the Fabric Analyzer test print to
the printer.

Best Practice

6. Evaluate the results of the tests.
7.	Make adjustments in design features,
if relevant.
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Understanding the Results
This section describes each test and how it affects the print quality. After evaluating the results, you
can make adjustments to design features such as print height, adhesion layer thickness, coating,
material, and fabric type.
Wetting
The Wetting test shows the effect of
using Flex Touch coating on the fabric
with different geometries.
• Material: Rigid
• F
 lex Touch Coating: No Coating,
Coating 0.05 mm

Figure 10: No coating and low wetting - Front of fabric (left); Back of fabric (right)

• G
 eometry: Partial Segmentation,
Full Segmentation

Best Practice

The Flex Touch coating can leave wet
marks on the fabric around the print or
behind it. The occurrence of wetting
depends on the type of fabric or the
contact area between the Flex Touch
coating and the fabric surface. The type
of geometry and material affect the level
of wetting on the fabric.

Figure 11: With coating (0.05 mm) and wetting – Front of fabric (left); Back of fabric (right)
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Tackiness
The Tackiness test indicates the
stickiness of various geometries after
applying Flex Touch coating. You can
feel the tackiness of a print and view
the quality of the print as a whole. After
pressing on a print, certain areas of the
print may be affected. For example, thin
walls may stick together.
• Material: Flexible
• F
 lex Touch Coating: No Coating,
Coating 0.05 mm

Figure 12: Geometry 1 – Feeling a print to
detect tackiness

• Geometry 1:
- Complex pattern
- Thin and wide walls
- Height 1.0 mm (flat)
• Geometry 2:
- Complex pattern
- Thin walls

Figure 13: Geometry 2 and No Coating – Before pressing the print (left);
After pressing the print (right)

- Distance between walls 0.5 mm

Best Practice

Figure 14: Geometry 2 and With Coating – Before pressing the print (left);
After pressing the print (right)
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Fine Features
The Fine Features test shows the effect
of different average wall thicknesses on the
quality of printed letters on the fabric.
• Material: Rigid
• G
 eometry: Letters with different average
wall thicknesses
Figure 15: Print showing fine features on the fabric

Colors
The Colors test shows the effect of color
performance of the printing materials at 2
different heights.
• Material: Flexible or Rigid
• G
 eometry: Different heights –
1.00 mm, 0.50 mm

Figure 16: Colors test—Print height 1.00 mm

Best Practice

Figure 17: Colors test—Print height 0.50 mm
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Bleeding
The Bleeding test estimates the optimum
adhesion layer thickness required to
prevent the penetration of the print through
this layer. Each color can behave differently
on the top surface and on the back of the
fabric. The default adhesion layer thickness
is 10 slices, which is 0.270 mm.
• Material: Flexible or Rigid
• Geometry: 3 prints with 6 colors
- Height for all prints is 1.00 mm
- Different adhesion layer thicknesses:
o

0.500 mm

o

0.400 mm

o

0.270 mm

Figure 18: Bleeding print with 0.400 mm
adhesion layer height

Best Practice

Figure 19 Strong bleeding with 0.270 mm layer (left);
Weak bleeding with 0.500 mm layer (right)

Figure 20: Bleeding direction from the print and through the fabric surface
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Absorption
The Absorption test shows the following:
• H
 ow print quality is affected by the penetration of the print into the fabric.
• How to compensate for the absorption.
Prints with different heights are printed on the fabric. The print with the lowest height and
optimum print quality is used to estimate the height compensation to apply to prevent the issue
in your prints. You can adjust the design or the adhesion layer thickness to ensure that the prints
are greater than (or equal to) the lowest height with optimum quality.
• Material: Flexible or Rigid
• G
 eometry: 10 prints at different heights (from 0.2 mm to 2.0 mm)

Minimum height print
with optimum quality

Best Practice

Poor quality prints

Figure 21: Detecting the lowest print height with optimum quality
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Quality
The Quality test shows the accuracy of
the tray height calibration (Z-Start). The
different printed widths wcan demonstrate
the sensitivity of the fabric to quality issues.
• Material: Rigid
• Geometry: 3 walls
- Height for all prints is 2.00 mm
- Different wall widths:
o

1.0 mm

o

0.8 mm

o

0.6 mm

Deformities in the print, such as breaks or
drops in the wall (Figure 23), indicate that
the Z-Start needs to be recalibrated to
correct the tray height. If recalibrating the
Z-Start does not correct the issue, try using
an adhesion layer. If there is still an issue,
increase the adhesion layer thickness or
change the print height in the design.

Figure 22: Print showing 3 walls of different widths

Figure 23: Example of a poor-quality print

Flexibility
The Flexibility test shows the effect of
the material type on the appearance and
the feel of the fabric when folding and
stretching the fabric. The print contains thin
walls with flexible and rigid materials for
comparison.
• Material: Rigid and Flexible
• Geometry:
Best Practice

- Thin walls with rigid material
- Thin walls with flexible material

Figure 24: Print with different material types – Rigid (left),
Flexible (right)
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G.

Aligning a Print to a Pattern on the Fabric
Before printing a predefined pattern, print
1 slice of the print on a transparency sheet
(Figure 25). This enables you to adjust the
fabric to accurately align the design you wish
to print to the pattern on the fabric (Figure 26).
Note: During this procedure, do not use:
• d
 ouble-sided adhesive tape because you
need to move the fabric to align the print.
• fl exible materials because they require
double-sided adhesive tape, which you
cannot use in this case.

To set the positioning of the fabric for
printing patterns:
1.	Run the Fabric Preparation wizard and make
sure to set the tape thickness to 1 mm. This
is to compensate for the thickness of the
transparency sheet.
	For detailed instructions, refer to “Preparing
the Build Tray for Printing on Fabric” in the
User Guide.
2.	In GrabCAD Print, set the initial position of
the element to print using the build tray grid
according to the position of the pattern on
the fabric. Each square in the grid is
10 mm x 10 mm.
Note: The initial position is an estimate
of the print position on the tray and the
procedure enables you to fine-tune the
position of fabric for the optimum alignment
of the print to a pattern on the fabric.
3.	Install the 2 positioning pins on the frame
and push them in all the way.

Figure 25: One slice printed on transparency
sheet above the pattern

Best Practice

Figure 26: Aligned print on pattern of fabric
Figure 27: Positioning pins on frame
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4.	Verify that the left front corner of the
frame is flush against the tray.
Important: Every time you adjust
the fabric, make sure that you
push the tray to the right and rear
direction to ensure that the frame
is in the exact same position.

6.	Place the transparency sheet on the
positioning pins and secure the sheet to
the frame with the double-sided adhesive
tape strips.

Figure 30: Transparency sheet secured to the frame

Figure 28: Positioning the frame to be flush
against tray

Best Practice

5.	Remove the backing of the transparency
sheet and the backing of the doublesided adhesive tape strips on the
transparency sheet.

Figure 29: Transparency sheet with backing (left);
Transparency sheet with without backing (right)

7.	Print 1 slice of the design on the
transparency sheet to view where it prints
on the fabric and stop the print job.
8.	Remove the frame (with the transparency
sheet).
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9. 	Adjust the fabric on the tray to align the
print to the pattern on the fabric.

10. When you are ready to print, run the
Fabric Preparation wizard and make
sure to set the tape thickness to 0.
11. Send the entire print job.
12. 	Remove the 2 positioning pins from
the frame.

Figure 31: Adjusting fabric to align the print

Important:
• R
 e-install the frame with the
transparency sheet installed with the
positioning pins.
• E
 nsure that the frame is flush against
the tray as described in step 4.
• V
 erify that the position of the print
matches the pattern on the fabric.

Best Practice

• R
 e-adjust the fabric on the tray as
necessary.
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H.

Printing on a Garment

	You can print unique personalized and customized designs directly on a garment. The procedure
is a manual process that includes planning design location on the garment, the size, shape, and
position of the printed stage, printing the stage on the tray, securing the garment to the tray, and
printing the design on the garment.
• U
 se rigid or flexible materials, but it is recommended to use flexible materials only for small
flexible elements.
• O
 nly print on areas with no seams or other parts of the garment that may interfere with securing
the garment to the tray.
• T
 he printing area you choose needs to be able to be secured by one of the frames.
• P
 lan the optimal geometrical shape, height, and placement of the stage. The placement of the
stage depends on:
- the location of the print on the garment
- h
 ow the garment is positioned on the tray and secured by the frame

Best Practice

- the location of the excess parts of the garment that need to be tucked under
the tray

Figure 32: 3D Print on a garment–Designed by Foraeva
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To print on a garment:
1.	Plan where to print the design on the
garment to ensure that the frame can
secure the garment to the tray.
Note: Make sure that there are no
seams, buttons, zippers, hems, folds,
or any other parts of the garment in
the planned area that can interfere
with printing on the garment.
2. Design a stage as follows:
• O
 n the X and Y axes—Make sure the
size of the stage is greater than the
size of the print elements that you wish
to print.
• O
 n the Z axis—Make sure that the
height of the stage is greater than the
thickness of the garment. This ensures
that the area you are printing on is
above all parts of the garment that
may interfere with the printing.
3.	Save the tray file and the stage position
on the tray to use as a guide for aligning
the pattern.
4.	On the garment, select the area where
you want to print.

7. Secure the garment to the build tray:
a. Place the garment on the stage.
b. S
 et the position of the garment so that
the planned design on the garment
aligns to the stage position.
c. V
 erify there are no seams (and other
parts of the garment that interfere
with maintaining a consistent garment
thickness) on the stage.
d. M
 ake sure the excess parts of the
garment are tucked under the tray.
Note: The printed stage needs
to remain in place for printing
in the allowable area.
e. U
 sing a frame, carefully secure the
garment to the build tray.
Caution: Pinch Point
Bringing the frame close
to the magnets on the tray
introduces a pinch point
hazard. Keep your fingers
clear of the gap between the
frame and the tray.

5.	In GrabCAD Print, clear the Print directly
on fabric option.

Best Practice

6.	Print the stage directly on the tray, as
planned in steps 2-3.

Figure 34: Garment secured to the tray (stage position
is shown in red)

Figure 33: Stage printed on the tray
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8. A
 djust the height of the tray to ensure that
the correct distance is between the top
surface of the garment and the roller as
described in “Adjusting the Tray Height”
(page 20).

11. B
 efore printing, hide the stage in the
GrabCAD Print, so it is not printed.
12. Select the Print directly on fabric option.
13. Print the design on the garment.

Important:
• If the tray height is not adjusted, it can
adversely affect the quality of the print.
• D
 o not use the Fabric Placement
wizard for this step.
9. In GrabCAD Print, keep the stage model
as printed on the GrabCAD Print tray.
Note: Make sure that you are using the
same tray file and tray position that you
saved in step 3.

Figure 37: Printing the design on the garment

10. Insert the design to print on the garment
onto the location on the stage according
to the planned position of the print on the
garment.

Figure 38: Printed design on the garment

Best Practice

Figure 35: Positioning the design in the print location

Figure 36: Positioned design according to position of the
stage on the tray
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Adjusting the Tray Height
You need to adjust the height of the tray to
ensure the correct distance between the
garment and the roller when printing begins.
1. P
 repare two transparency sheets (supplied
in the Start-Up Kit).
2. F
 rom the Options menu, select Motors
Control.

5. C
 lose the printer cover and click Lock
Door.
6. Do the following:
a. Click Home.
b. T
 he build tray moves to its Home
position.
c. Click Goto.
d. T
 he build tray moves to the saved tray
height start position.
e. M
 ake sure that the Units are set to
Steps.

Figure 39: Options menu > Motors Control

3. S
 elect the Enable check box.

Figure 41: Setting the initial tray height

7. C
 lick Unlock Door and open the print
cover.

Figure 40: Motors Control window—Z tab

Best Practice

4. M
 ake sure that the print block is in the left
rear corner of the printer.
Caution:
Moving the print block manually
induces an electrical current
that can damage components.
Move the print block slowly to
minimize the current and reduce
the risk of damage.

8. H
 olding the two transparency sheets
together, place them on the top surface of
the garment on the stage, and move the
print block over the transparency sheets.
Caution:
Moving the print block
manually induces an electrical
current that can damage
components. Move the print
block slowly to minimize the
current and reduce the risk
of damage.
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9. Slide

the transparency sheets back and forth
under the print block.
 he transparency sheets should slide in and
T
out from under the print block and you should
feel some friction between the roller and the
transparency sheets.
Caution:
Too much friction between the
roller and the fabric may damage
the fabric. Make sure that the
roller only slightly contacts the
transparency sheets.

f. Raise or lower the tray by 10 steps and
click Move:
In the Move field, type -10 to raise the
tray, or 10 to lower the tray.
Note: To raise the tray, enter a negative
value. To lower the tray, enter a positive
value.

10. If there is some slight friction, continue with
step 12. If not, continue with step 11.
11. If there is no friction or too much friction,
continue as follows:
a. M
 ove the print block to the left rear corner
of the printer.
Figure 42: Raising the tray by 10 steps

Caution:
Moving the print block
manually induces an electrical
current that can damage
components. Move the print
block slowly to minimize the
current and reduce the risk
of damage.
b. R
 emove the transparency sheets from the
printer.
c. C
 lose the printer cover and click Lock
Door.
d Select the Enable check box.
Best Practice

e. Click Home and click Goto.

g. C
 lick Unlock Door and
open the printer cover.
h. U
 sing the transparency sheets, check
if there is friction between the roller
and the transparency sheets.
If not, restart step 11 until there is slight
friction.
Important: Clicking Home sends the
tray back to the Home position and the
current tray position is not saved. In
the next attempts, make sure that you
increment by 10 steps each time. For
example, in your second attempt, raise or
lower the tray by 20 steps and try again.
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12. R
 epeat the process from step 9 over
the entire surface of the stage and
make sure that there is slight friction
in all areas.
Caution:
Moving the print block
manually induces an electrical
current that can damage
components. Move the print
block slowly to minimize the
current and reduce the risk
of damage.
13. W
 hen there is slight friction with the roller
over the entire surface of the garment on
the stage:
a. T
 ype the value from the Position field
into the ZStartFabric field.
b. C
 lick Save to save the new height
start position.

Best Practice

Figure 43: Entering the Position value
in the ZStartFabric field (sample)

14. M
 ove the print block to the left rear
corner of the printer.
Caution:
Moving the print block
manually induces an electrical
current that can damage
components. Move the print
block slowly to minimize the
current and reduce the risk
of damage.
15. C
 lose the printer cover and click Lock
Door.
16. Select the Enable check box.
17. Click Home.
18. Click Close.
19. C
 ontinue with step 9 (page 19) in
“Printing on a Garment”.
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I.

Printing on Netting Fabric
You can print on netting (or mesh) fabric by planning a print job that pauses after printing a few
slices on a silicone mat. Afterwards, you continue the print job.
Placing a silicone mat on the tray is for easy removal of the netting fabric from the tray when the
print job is completed. The first slices printed on the silicone mat ensure that the 3D print adheres
properly to the netting fabric.
Figure 44 shows the print on the netting fabric and Figure 45 shows the first slices on the back
side of the netting fabric.

Figure 44: 3D print on the top surface of the netting–Front view

Figure 45: Printed slices that are printed before the planned stop–
Back view

To print on netting fabric:
1.	Prepare a silicone mat or a sheet of baking paper
(also known as parchment paper) with the same
dimensions as the mesh.
Important: Do not use wax paper. The wax
melts during printing and can damage the print.
2. In GrabCAD Print, do the following:
a. Select the Netting-Fabric Insert option.

Best Practice

b. U
 nder Stop 1, set the number of slices to a value
between 3 and 5.
	The thickness of the defined slices is
automatically updated.

Figure 46: Netting-Fabric Insert and Planned
Stops in GrabCAD Print (sample)
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3.	Run the Fabric Preparation wizard and
modify the steps as follows:
a. In the Enter Thickness of Fabric and
Tape screen, set the following:
• F
 abric thickness—enter the
thickness of the netting fabric.
• D
 ouble-sided tape thickness—
enter the thickness of the silicone
mat
(or parchment paper).
b. D
 o not place the netting fabric on the
tray when instructed in the wizard.
 or detailed instructions, refer to
F
“Preparing the Build Tray for Printing on
Fabric” in the User Guide.
4.	Place the silicone mat (or parchment
paper) on the tray.

6. When the job pauses, do the following:
a. Open the printer cover.
b. P
 lace the netting fabric over the printed
slices and push loose netting fabric
underneath the build tray, if relevant.
c. C
 arefully place the frame over the tray
edges.
	Make sure the excess netting fabric is
tucked into the sides of the tray.
Caution: Pinch Point
Bringing the frame close
to the magnets on the tray
introduces a pinch point
hazard. Keep your fingers
clear of the gap between the
frame and the tray.

5. Send the job to print.

d. Close printer cover.

	The defined number of slices are printed.

e. Resume the print job.

Best Practice

	For details about resuming the print
job, refer to “Resuming Production
After Printing Has Stopped” in the User
Guide.
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